Future changes will have an impact on Tesco strategy, because most organisations in the UK will always try to see themselves in the future, Tesco will also try to think ahead of other company and picture there organisation in the next 10 years time. It also depend on how successful a business is in their current moment or situation, Tesco will plan and think about what kind of strategies they will need to use, these are the type of factors that they will have to cover legal, economic, political, and social factors. Each of these factors will affect how successful or how large their reputation/business will be in the future times, e.g. these can factor such as legal is the policy or law of a country if the UK immensely change their legal country law and business policy this will have an effect on Tesco this will impact how they operate their business and they will need to be more careful that they make sure that they don’t break any law because if Tesco do they can be taken to court and fine a lot money. The UK might set up country policy in the future. Let say that the UK might change the employment law and they limit the number of employees that work at a company, Tesco will be effected because they will need to think...